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WAR IN IRAQ

SPORTS

Heat alters practice
TheWindsor Forest High School football
team has met its match before the season
even has begun. A heat index in triple
digits forces a workout in helmets and
T-shirts. Dressing down in the heat is a
new rule for the high school gridiron. 1B
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CORRECTION

The Carolina Avenue bridge over
Dasher Branch in Effingham County
is considered structurally deficient,
according to Georgia Department
of Transportation records. A report
Saturday on Page 1A misidentified the
bridge.

CONTACT US: If you spot an error of
fact, call Susan M. Catron, executive
editor, at 652-0327.

FOR DELIVERY OR BILLING
PROBLEMS: Call 912-236-0271.

Guilty plea in porn case
Former St. Andrew’s School music
teacher Joshua Evans pleads guilty to
a charge of attempted receipt of child
pornography and is allowed to remain
free on bond until sentencing. 5A

Ga. soldier killed in Iraq
The Department of Defense said today
that Spc. Cristian Rojas-Gallego, 24,
of Loganville, and two other soldiers
died Aug. 2 in Baghdad, Iraq, of wounds
suffered when a roadside bomb
detonated near their vehicle. They were
assigned to the 2nd Battalion, 3rd
Infantry Regiment, 3rd Brigade, 2nd
Infantry Division, Fort Lewis, Wash.

Source: U.S. Department of Defense
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CHICAGO— Anything made by
McDonald’s tastes better, preschoolers
said in a study that powerfully
demonstrates how advertising can trick
the taste buds of young children.
Even carrots, milk and apple juice tasted
better to the children when they were
wrapped in the familiar packaging of the
Golden Arches.

THE STUDY
The study had youngsters sample
identical McDonald’s foods in name-
brand and unmarked wrappers. The
unmarked foods always lost the taste

test. The study involved 63 low-income
children ages 3 to 5 from Head Start
centers in San Mateo County, Calif.
Study author Dr. Tom Robinson believes
the results would be similar for children
from wealthier families. The research,
appearing in August’s Archives of
Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine, was
funded by Stanford University and the
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.

CHILDREN’S FOOD PERCEPTIONS
French fries were the biggest winner;
almost 77 percent said the labeled
fries tasted best while only 13 percent
preferred the others. Fifty-four percent
preferred McDonald’s-wrapped carrots

versus 23 percent who liked the
plain-wrapped sample. Fewer than
one-fourth of the children said both
samples of all foods tasted the same.

WHAT’S NEXT
The study will likely stir more debate
over the movement to restrict ads to
childern. It comes less than a month
after 11 food and drink companies,
including McDonald’s, announced new
curbs on marketing to children.

IN ACCENT
Active children need an occasional boost
in their day. Make it a nutritious one.
Guidelines and tips on 7D

Food in McDonald’s wrapper tastes better, kids say
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PART OF A
DYING BREED?
GLAVINE MIGHT BE LAST OF HIS KIND, 1B
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HISTORICALLY HOT
Weather data for the last 50 years
show Aug. 6 has been historically
hot, but Monday was particularly
warm. The heat index reached 107
degrees.

Year Max Min Mean
1957 88 72 80
1967 93 72 83
1977 92 73 83
1987 97 78 88
1997 93 72 83
2007 96 75 86

Source: State Climatologist’s office. Data
collected at the Savannah/Hilton Head

International Airport.

Today’s weather is supposed to be
the sort that burns noses, reddens
necks and soaks underarms.
Yes, it’s going to be a hot one.

The National Weather Service on
Monday issued a heat advisory for
Savannah and its vicinity, warn-
ing that the daytime heat index is
expected to top 110 degrees for at
least the rest of this week.
High temperatures are expected

to reach 99 degrees. Combinedwith
the high humidity, it’s supposed to
feel like 110, said John Quagliari-
ello, meteorologist at the National
Weather Service in Charleston, S.C.
Don’t expect to get any relief

from rain, either. Thunderstorms
are supposed to be sporadic at best
all week, with only hot and muggy

No relief
from heat
in sight
National Weather Service
warns of high temperatures
during the next week
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SEE HEAT, PAGE 4A

The fate of Troy Anthony Davis
moved to the Georgia Supreme
Court on Monday after state parole
officials voted to suspend his clem-
ency request.
The fivemem-

bers of the Board
of Pardons and
Paroles saidMon-
day they would
“suspend consider-
ation” of a request
by attorneys for
Davis while the
state high court
considers the death row inmate’s
appeal.
“Because the board is no longer

considering Davis’ case, it no longer
has authority to grant a stay, which
is therefore suspended,” the board
noted in a statement issued shortly
after middayMonday.

Parole board
bows out
of Davis
clemency bid
BY JAN SKUTCH
912-652-0336
jan.skutch@savannahnow.com

Davis

SEE DAVIS, PAGE 4A

Think of them as giant aquarium
bubblers, although they look more
like stainless steel tepees.

A pair of two-story cones sitting on
a barge across from the Hyatt Regency
Hotel on Bay Street began injecting
oxygen into Savannah’s harbor during
the weekend.
At a cost of about $3 million, the

Georgia Ports Authority is trying to find
out whether these contraptions can undo
some of the damage to the harbor that
would be caused by a proposed deepening
from 42 feet to a maximum of 48 feet.
Speece cones, named after inventor

Dick Speece, have been used elsewhere
since the early 1990s, but Savannah’s
harbor presents a new challenge.
Agencies such as the federal Environ-

mental Protection Agency and the Geor-
gia Environmental Protection Division,
which must assess plans to deepen the
harbor, wanted evidence that the cones
could work here, said Hope Moorer,

Hunter McRae/Savannah Morning News

Godwin employees Robert Magdin from Bridgeport, N.J., and Troy Ward from Charleston, S.C., weld the support structure for return
lines for the ReOxygenation Demonstration Project on Thursday.

Terrence Horan/Savannah Morning News
Sources: Georgia Ports Authority;
MACTEC Engineering and Consulting Inc.

RIVER REOXYGENATION
The Georgia Ports Authority is testing a system that could be used to
alleviate some of the environmental damage to the harbor from a
proposed deepening.
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HOW IT WORKS
30,000 pounds per
day of liquid oxygen
is vaporized and
converted into
gas on shore.

The gas is then
pumped into
the cones.

Meanwhile, four
pumps each pull in
4,000 gallons of
river water per
minute.

The river water is superoxygenated
under pressure in the cones and
expelled into the river 30 feet
below the surface.

Oxygen trial key
to deeper harbor
Experiment aims to learn if ‘bubbler’ method can alleviate effects of future deepening projects
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